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Introduction
The project consisted of mutual inspiration and sharing of know how to ensure progress of both
Slovak and Norwegian cultural operators during regular and structured meeting. In cooperation
with the partner, during project there were in total 3 PechaKucha Nights organized that presented
norwegian and slovak presenters to audiences of Oslo's and Bratislava's local scenes.
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On November 9th, 2016 - “PechaKucha Night Bratislava Vol.35“ – presented 13 artists and
creative professionals while two presenters from Norway were selected by the PKN Oslo,
and eleven artists and creative professionals were selected from Slovak art scene by PKN
BA.
On November 10th, 2016 - one day consultation round table on sharing know-how based
on experiences of organizing same events in different cities between the Partner
representatives and the Applicant members.
On December 1st, 2016 - an exchange of 2 Slovak speakers to Norway, Oslo, who
presented their work at the 40th edition of PechaKucha Night Oslo. 2 members of PKN BA
team observed the Partners work "in situ".
On January 25th, 2017 - “PechaKucha Night Bratislava Vol. 36 ” - was developed in close
cooperation with the Norwegian partner who was involved in selecting the theme as well.
There were two speakers selected by the Norwegian partner. This edition marked the start
of application of know-how gained by the previous cooperation on the 35th edition.

PKN Vol 35 in Bratislava
PechaKucha Night Bratislava Vol. 35
Wednesday 9.11.2016, 20:20, Kino Mladosť, Hviezdoslavovo nám. 17
FB event: https://www.facebook.com/events/1769401766645837/
Audience: 130
This time PechaKucha was focusing on connecting art and social sciences. In the partnership with
the Institute of Ethnology SAV, PKN BA brought guests from the area of social sciences,
professionals in the fields of anthropology, psychology, ethnology, cognitive and other sciences. At
the same time, they were accompanied by artists who work with similar questions and the theme
of the evening was explored and investigatedscientific and artistic approaches. Due to the
cooperation with PechaKucha Night Oslo in a special series of PKN Norwegian Editions, speakers
from Norway were also introduced.
The main added value within this theme was that the collaboration between the arts and social
science enables mutual inspiration amongst speakers and audience, to show how science and art
can mutually empower each other and their complex subjects and become more comprehensible.
The themes presented at event adressed the aspects of more tolerant society, questions of
identity through knowing arts, history, or documenting culture. This event was succesful in
attracting new audience to PechaKucha presentations as well as creating connections between arts
and sciences.
The event presented
Abandoned (Re)creation Martin Zaiček a Andrea Kalinová introduced beauty of abandoned
architecture of spas
Barbara Lášticová Social psychologist who is interested in measuring and moderating stereotypes
and prejudices
Hanna von Bergen /NO Co-founder of market, where you can share and exchange, not buy with
money
Ivan Brezina Psychologist examining laic convictions about wisdom
Ľudmila Horňáková Artist who works with the themes of participation, trust in communities,
activism and sustainable public spaces
Martin Boroš showed application of data visualisation for social scientific research and arts
Martin Kleibl Rescuer of the last monumental painting in Petržalka and also a popularizer of
folklore
Mária Rumanová Director and screenwriter introduced documentary Hotel Úsvit (Hotel Dawn)
from the surroundings of Čierna nad Tisou
Matúš Rabada He revitalizes traditional Slovak technique of blue printing
Olav Brekke Mathisen /NO Journalist and musician who is inspired by bad neighborly relationships
Soňa G. Lutherová Anthropologist who introduced her documentary debut Zatopené (Flooded)
about the manor house in Parížovce and its owners
Tatiana Bužeková Focused onethnography and anthropology,she spoke about the social change in
1968
Vladimír Bahna Cognitive anthropologist whointroduced his research on loathing
Short bios: http://pechakucha.sk/vydania/pechakucha-night-bratislava-17/
Playlist of event:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhA-A8NhYNZ_1QNL6og5GsqB2qd1MuLE6
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Consultation meetings and Internal report
There were three in person meetings
- 9th -10th November 2016 in Bratislava, Siri Hoibo, Hanna Von Bergen and Olav Brekke
Mathisen attended for PKN Oslo and Zuzana Borosova, Michaela Kucova, Lenka Gorfolová,
Ivana Hroncekova for PKN Bratislava. Members from both organization held an 8 hour
consultation workshop, where they discussed internal issues of organization of PKN.
- 1st -3d December 2016 in Oslo, Paul H. Amble for PKN Oslo and Lenka Gorfolová, Ivana
Hroncekova for PKN Bratislava attended. The goal of the meeting was to adress immediate
questions and feedback after PKN Oslo Vol. 40. During event the members of PKN BA met
in informaly with the rest of the team Siri Hoibo, Hanna Von Bergen, Olav Brekke Mathisen
and others
- 25th -26th January 2017 in Bratislava between Paul H. Amble and Zuzana Borosova, Ivana
Hroncekova. Members of organization discussed their respective innovation plans and the
nature of future collaboration.
The gained knowledge, created by what we learned about each others‘ projects during the
bilateral visits, were articulated in an internal report.
Summary:
In Oslo, the audience is between 400 – 600 people, with half of them sitting and half standing. The
event usually happens on Thursdays and takes place at their own venue – usually used as an
exhibition hall.
In Bratislava, typically 150 – 200 people attend. The event usually takes place on Wednesdays in a4
– space for contemporary art, with theatre sitting. Some editions have a different location, such as
the 35 edition that took place in Kino Mladost.
th

When describing the characteristics of PKN, the Oslo team members stated such qualities as “the
place to be”, accessible, variety, empathy, “weird”, low-key and also an ambition to “make Oslo
the coolest city”. In Bratislava, PKN is a strong, stable (and maybe a bit stale) brand for some mostly to expert audiences. At the same time, to many people, mainly students and youth, it is still
an undiscovered event.
The characteristics compared were connected to the main organizational themes: competition and
positioning, dramaturgy, management and finances, presentation and work with audience. There
is 20 page internal report going into a details that were analyzed during facilitated sessions and
workshops.
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PKN Vol 40 in Oslo
2 members of PechaKucha Night Bratislava team and one artist were able to visit and participate at
PKN Oslo Vol 40. Tattoo artist Andrea Kopecká and Ivana Hrončeková, artist and a member of the
organizational team of PKN Bratislava, were introduced in Norway in December.
“What I liked the most in Norway was not only the passion coming from the speakers but also how
the audience audibly participated in the individual presentations. In this way they revealed that
they enjoy the presented life, idea, project or company.” describes another member of the study
trip, Lenka Görfolová, who is in the organizational team of PKN Bratislava since the very beginning.
“Comparing the project, on which one works for many years, with the identical one from abroad is
a big challenge and something very special. For the first time, you are part of the audience, can
absorb the atmosphere in the big industrial hall and suddenly you understand what people like the
most about your project. Thanks to this trip I now have better understanding of our audience.”
“PKN Oslo was very inspirational, with its 12 presenters from Norway, Finland, Denmark, Slovakia.
First was the unusual story of Morten Gasvand, who looks for the oldest trees in Norway. Second
was Mikko Koskinen, whose life was saved by alcohol. Lars Sandas spoke about the book
Narkoatlas about the lives of drug addicts. Kristoffer Eliassen works on the bases of selfie
photographs, and plays with different social platforms. Per Bloch is a singer of 15 songs in different
language without actually understanding them. Tuv Orbeck Sorheim with the most impressive
presentation skills. Ivana Hron eková had a presentation named Contemporary Czechoslovakia
and Andrea Kopecka with the project Skin and Canvas. During event I realized that the
multicultural programme fit the Slovak presenters very well. Both presenters were inspirational.
Ivana brought a new creative way how one can tell an idea, to tell what one likes to do. The
approach of her presentation was rather different from the others, and everyone in audience was
captured by it. The idea how we can co-live with Czech neighbours and withvisibility of border, was
manifested also by using photograph of river floating. The river symbolizes the running of story
and time, as element that divides us. Later on painter Andrea Kopecka explained her thoughts on
arts on skin. She spoke about Slovak traditional patterns and lace used in tattoos. In this way the
audience could learn about Slovak traditions through the wokr of contemporary artist.”
Lenka Görfolová
“In dramaturgy I was inspired by using a specific name for each presentation. The name of the
presentation serves as a guide or a teaser for the audience. The other interesting difference is the
scale of involvment of the host - in Oslo, the moderating of the event is shared, all team members
get to do it (always in pair). The host also introduces each of the speakers, so they dont have to do
it themselves. Olav also noticed this during his participation as a speaker during 35th PKN BA.
These are the two most distinctive differences for me and things I would like to implement in our
team.”
Ivana Hrončeková

Andrea Kopecká at PKN Oslo Vol. 40, Photo by: PKN Oslo
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PKN Vol 36 in Bratislava
PechaKucha Night Bratislava Vol. 36
Wednesday 25.1. 2017, 20:20, a4 – priestor súčasnej kultúry, Karpatská 2
Audience: 200
FB event: https://www.facebook.com/events/1637838423188806/
The 36th
  edition of PechaKucha Night Bratislava was dedicated to the theme of periphery. On the
th
25 of January, artists and initiatives that function in the geographical periphery or work with
marginal genres, discourse, and topics were introduced. Every speaker presented their work in the
format of 20x20, so 20 pictures, each displayed for 20 seconds. Concise and eloquent
presentations presented culture that happens outside of the main centres.
Guests:
Boris Ondreička An artist, curator, author, singer and a song-writer of Kosa z nosa band; curator of
the Questions of Will series
Dáša Fon Fľaša Tireless folk-punk desperado, musical and life amateur
Diera do sveta Cultural center that brings contemporary progressive art into Liptovský Mikuláš
Dizajn na kolesách Initiative of graphic design students from VŠVU with a goal to improve already
existing visual culture in Slovakia
Espen Tveit /NOR Noted photographer who maps rural football stadiums and old ski jumping’s
inruns
Folke Järnbert /NOR Tired of the current society, he had lived for 6 months in an old cabin without
running water or electricity in the Norwegian mountains
Chaloši Zos Spišskej Self-appointed keepers of the skate park, authors of magazines, musical
projects and also their own art movement “banterism”
Kateřina Olivová /CZ An artist, performer, curator, feminists, lactation adviser, unicorn, mother…
Kloaka Platform for experimental and unconventional production in literature and visual art
Medzihmla Multi-genre festival that brings different faces of the contemporary art into Lučenec
Miesta Mesta Photography project about places in the city with an emphasis on
endangeredarchitecture and art in public spaces
RurArtMap/CZ Maps the culture outside of the main cities, especially in the rural areas
Short bios: http://pechakucha.sk/vydania/pechakucha-night-bratislava-periferia/
Playlist of event:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-p2C-pDMERoGGnWZXDj31g
"PechaKucha Night is becoming a neccessity for me. It presents people and projects, that are
much needed in Slovakia and the whole world. It proves, that great things can be done despite
often difficult circumstances and most importantly - it connects people"
The comments after event from culture blogger P
 avel Chodúr
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Conclusion
The activities were designed for „learning by experience“. Main outcomes from the process are:
- Joint dramaturgy with Norwegian partners to each other’s event was very influential to the
respective scenes. Norwegian speakers contributed in excellent form to the themes of
Bratislava’s event, and vice versa.
- Learning points from mutual sharing of organizational know-how has provided enormous
information.
To sum up, the main specific innovations that PKN Oslo gained from the experience of PKN BA are:
● to introduce specific themes for each evening
● the distinct visual identity with the brochure, posters, PR coverage
● the managerial changes in planning with more structured roles and responsibilities
To sum up, input that PKN Bratislava takes from the experience of PKN Oslo mostly is:
● change in communication with the speakers - creating more feel of community and
introducing headlines for each presenter
● more diverse line-up (arts and beginners, age)
● strengthening the message: PechaKucha is about being social in real time, it is the
place to be and to learn about cultural initiatives and creative individuals
Both organizations have developed their own innovation plan that their own management will try
to implement. Some of the simple benchmarked steps, were already implemented, with positive
impact on both sides. There has been a rise by the 20% in audience in PKN Bratislava during 25th
January event, when the more balanced line-up attracted different communities, which led to very
positive feedback (respected established artist on the same stage with upcoming or DIY creatives).
PKN Oslo already introduced the new-visual identity during PKN Oslo Vol. 40, that strengthens the
brand.
Steps that both organizations agreed upon on meeting on 26th of January 2017 in Bratislava are
following:
1. Having a “yearly” wrap up call in September 2017 – how is it going with innovation plan?
Two things that work very well, and two that needs other strategy.
2. Exchanging the guests / organizers by mutual funding
3. Promote to online audiences, each others’ videos and as such supporting “international
platform” of PKN in Europe, and so the global contemporary art scene.
4. Using the report of shared know-how for internal organization management with 2 years
planned impact.
For this bilateral project, the impact on the entire collaboration is long-lasting. PKN is regular event
which promotes contemporary art, architecture, design and other creative industries and its
character of having 3 – 4 events in a year is opportunity to evolve. Thanks to a step-by-step
implementation of the plan, the knowledge gained during this project has a potential in continuing
in future. The results that can be seen already are:
● More challenging events in dramaturgy that stimulate the local arts and creative scene.
During project in total 25 presentations of creative people were selected at PKN in Bratislava and
14 presentations in Oslo. During a regular year, one local PechaKucha organizes presentation of at
least 48 creative people to local scene, which opens potential to promote diversity in arts in terms

of geography, arts discipline, age or gender, within the professionals as well as the audience. This is
why networking in real time within different creative groups continues as the main attractiveness
of event to build on.
● More educated stuff of organizers
During this project, 4 team members from PKN Bratislava and 4 team members from PKN Oslo
participated on exchanges of know-how. The same personnel continues to organize events with
the written strategy for upcoming 2 years, that prior had not existed.
Both organization expressed enthusiasm towards further collaborative projects. Since both have
experiences in developing local platform for international presenters, it is very likely the
cooperation that PKN Oslo and PKN Bratislava have established will continue.
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